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HiPco single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have been noncovalently modified with ionic pyrene and
naphthalene derivatives to prepare water-soluble SWNT polyelectrolytes (SWNT-PEs), which are analogous
to polyanions and polycations. The modified nanotubes have been characterized with UV-vis-NIR,
fluorescence, Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). The nanotube-adsorbate interactions consist ofπ-π stacking interactions between the aromatic core
of the adsorbate and the nanotube surface and specific contributions because of the substituents. The interaction
between nanotubes and adsorbates also involves charge transfer from adsorbates to SWNTs, and with
naphthalene sulfonates the role of a free amino group was important. The ionic surface charge density of the
modified SWNTs is constant and probably controlled by electrostatic repulsion between like charges. The
linear ionic charge density of the modified SWNTs is similar to that of common highly charged polyelectrolytes.

Introduction

Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are one-dimensional
(1D) forms of carbon, which can be regarded as cylinders
formed upon rolling up a graphene sheet along a chiral (or roll-
up) vector. In addition to being aesthetically pleasing structures,
they possess unique electronic, mechanical, and thermal proper-
ties, which suggest a wide range of applications for these
materials.1 They can be prepared in several ways but the
fundamental limitation to the use of the pristine material is its
intractability as the very high attraction between individual
nanotubes leads to the formation of large bundles and ropes.
The poor solubility of pristine nanotubes in common solvents
hampers their basic research at the molecular level, the
development of solution-phase separation methods, and the
controlled deposition and self-assembly of SWNTs.

Chemical modification of the side walls, defect sites, and open
ends have been used to impart solubility to carbon nanotubes.2

Especially, the solubilization in aqueous media is essential in
improving the biocompatibility of the nanotubes and enabling
their environmental-friendly characterization, separation, and
self-assembly. Oxidatively shortened single-wall nanotubes are
inherently soluble in water owing to ionic defects at the side
walls and tube ends. The tube ends and side walls can also be
functionalized by water-solubilizing agents.3 The use of cut
nanotubes, however, sacrifices one essential property of the as-
produced carbon nanotubes: their extremely high aspect ratio.
In addition, covalent modification of the tube side walls impairs
the electronic structure of the tubes. Although the original
electronic structure can be regained by thermal treatment, this

can be detrimental to applications involving delicate materials,
for example, biological macromolecules. Therefore, noncovalent
side wall functionalization techniques are desirable, as they leave
the electronic structure of the tubes intact. One strategy to
exfoliate the bundles and to stabilize isolated SWNTs in an
aqueous solution is to overcome the hydrophobic interactions
between the tubes by repulsion forces. Accordingly, surfac-
tants4,5 and water-soluble polymers6 facilitate the dissolution
of SWNTs in water. Another strategy is to anchor ionic charges
on the SWNT surface via suitable linker groups. Several
aromatic molecules adsorb on graphite, and porphyrins,7 pyrene,8

and anthracene9 derivatives have been reported to interact with
nanotube side walls byπ-π stacking. Water-solubility and
biocompatibility have been achieved with nanotubes containing
adsorbed pyrene or porphyrin derivatives.7b,8a-c

The adsorption of the aromatic molecules is generally
assumed to take place in a coplanar geometry withπ-π stacking
in analogy with the graphene surface.10 The strength of theπ-π
interactions is expected to scale with the size of the aromatic
moiety but, owing to the curvature of the nanotube surface, the
shape of the ring system may also influence the affinity. In a
polar medium, the major contributions to theπ-π stacking
result from the electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic
effects.11 With molecules containing heteroatoms, the atom-π
electron interactions are important, which suggests that the
substituents may have a role in controlling theπ-π interactions.
Charge-transfer (CT) interactions have also been suggested to
be involved in the noncovalent side wall modification of SWNTs
with aromatic molecules but their role has not been thoroughly
examined. Adsorbates containing a single aromatic ring have
not been reported, but charge-transfer interactions have been
suggested between benzene derivatives and SWNTs,12 on the
basis of electronic transport measurements, and also between
nanotubes and amines13,14or ammonia.15 Murray et al. found a
correlation between the acceptor properties of anthracene
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derivatives and the extent of adsorption on the SWNT surface.9

The interaction between streptavidin and nanotubes has also
been suggested to involve charge transfer from the amino groups
in the protein.16 However, an optical CT band reported for a
suggested SWNT-aniline complex has recently been shown
to result from aniline degradation products.17

In this paper, we study the capacity of various ionic aromatic
molecules (Chart 1) to adsorb on carbon nanotube side walls
and to solubilize SWNTs in aqueous medium. A comprehensive
physicochemical characterization of the noncovalent modifica-
tion of carbon nanotubes with aromatic compounds has not been
reported. The smallest aromatic system described for the
noncovalent modification has been anthracene but the interac-
tions between the anthracene derivatives and SWNTs are
relatively weak as these adsorbates can easily be desorbed from
the surface.9 Here, we show that, in addition to pyrenes, efficient
modification and water-solubilization of SWNTs is possible by
using naphthalenes with an even smaller ring system. Especially,
we study the influence of naphthalene and pyrene substitution
and the possible role of the substituents on the aromatic ring in
the interactions with the nanotube surface. We explore the role
of the charge transfer between SWNTs and the compounds in
Chart 1 and seek to find correlations between the adsorbate
structure and the properties of the noncovalently modified
carbon nanotubes. In addition, water-soluble nanotubes with
tethered ionic groups have a strong resemblance to polyelec-
trolytes or polyelectrolyte gels, a fact that has not been
emphasized. Here, we coin the term single-wall carbon nanotube
polyelectrolytes (SWNT-PEs) to describe these materials and
discuss their polyelectrolyte-type properties.

Experimental Section

Materials. 4-Amino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid (4, Aldrich,
97%), 6-amino-4-hydroxynaphthalene-2-sulfonic acid (5, Al-
drich, 95%), 5-aminonaphthalene-1-sulfonic acid (6, Fluka,
98%), and 5-aminonaphthalene-2-sulfonic acid (7, Aldrich, 97%)
were recrystallized from boiling water. 2,5-Dihydroxy-1,4-
benzenedisulfonic acid, di-K-salt (1, Aldrich, 98%), 1,8-dihy-
droxy-3,6-naphthalenedisulfonic acid, di-Na-salt (2, Merck, pro

analysi), 5-(dimethylamino)-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid (3, EGA-
Chemie, 99+ %), 1-pyrenemethylamine, hydrochloride (10,
95%, Aldrich), and all the other chemicals were used as
received. Water distilled twice in a quartz-distillation apparatus
was used in all experiments.

Syntheses. 1-(2-Bromoacetyl)pyrene.To a mixture of AlCl3
(7 g, 51.4 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (70 mL), a solution of pyrene (8 g,
39.55 mmol) and 2-bromoacetyl chloride (3.46 mL, 39.55 mmol)
in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) was added under N2 atmosphere. The
reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 h. Water
(200 mL) was added and phases were separated. Hexane (200
mL) was added to the organic phase, and it was filtrated through
silica gel. The organic phase was evaporated to dryness and
the precipitate obtained was purified by recrystallization from
ethanol (m ) 8.9 g, yield) 70%).1H NMR (CDCl3): 9.3 (1H,
d), 8.68-8.28 (8H, m), 4.73 (2H, s).

2-Oxo-2-(pyren-1-yl)ethanesulfonate, Sodium Salt (8).
1-(2-Bromoacetyl)pyrene (1.5 g, 6.46 mmol) and Na2SO3 (3.2
g, 25.8 mmol) were dissolved in water-acetone mixture (1:1,
40 mL). The mixture was refluxed for 16 h and evaporated to
dryness. Water was added (100 mL) and heated to boiling, after
which the solution was filtrated. The solution was allowed to
cool, which resulted in crystallization (m) 1.5 g, yield) 67%).
1H NMR (D2O/DMSO): 8.58 (1H, m), 8.39 (1H, m), 8.20 (1H,
m), 8.18 (1H, m), 8.10 (3H, m), 7.98 (2H, m), 4.46 (2H, s).

1-Methyl-3-[2-oxo-2-(pyren-1-yl)ethyl)]-3H-imidazolium
Bromide (9). 1-(2-Bromoacetyl)pyrene (280 mg, 0.866 mmol)
and N-methyl-imidazole (74 mg, 0.91 mmol) were dissolved
in a mixture of CH2Cl2 (20 mL) and acetonitrile (20 mL). The
solution was stirred at room temperature for 4 days, after which
the precipitate formed was collected by filtration (m ) 330 mg,
yield ) 94%).1H NMR (D2O): 8.68 (1H, m), 8.14-7.39 (12H,
m), 3.90 (2H, s).

Purification of HiPco SWNTs. About 150 mg raw HiPco
SWNTs (Carbon Nanotechnologies, United States) was ac-
curately weighed and placed in a ceramic crucible. The crucible
was inserted into a quartz tube oven, through which humid air
was flown. The temperature of the oven was raised at a rate of
5 °C/min to 260°C and kept there for 1000 min (about 17 h).

CHART 1: Ionic Aromatic Molecules Used in This Work
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Oxidized SWNTs were extracted with aliquots of concentrated
HCl until the yellow color of dissolved iron faded. Nitric or
sulfuric acid was not used because they oxidize and cut
SWNTs.18 Extracted SWNTs were collected on a polycarbonate
membrane (0.2-µm-pore, Millipore) in a stirred-cell system
(Spectrum, model S-43-70) and washed with distilled water until
the pH of the filtrate was neutral. SWNTs were dried at 70-
100 °C in an oven and the procedure (oxidation-extraction-
filtration) was repeated to improve the purity. However, during
the second cycle, oxidation was conducted at 360°C for 90
min. The total yield was 71%. The purification process was
monitored with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, see
Supporting Information).

Modification of Purified SWNTs. Attempts to solubilize
SWNTs using compounds1, 3, and 4 failed. The extent of
solubilization with compound2 was minute and without any
practical value and it was excluded from further work. In
successful modification with compounds5-10, the general
procedure was as follows. The adsorbates5-7 were dissolved
in water (at concentration 10-13 mM) and an equivalent amount
of NaOH was added to the solutions to deprotonate the sulfonic
acid groups. The pH of the solutions was always well above
the pKa of the substituent ammonium group. The adsorbates
8-10 were dissolved in pure water (in concentration 0.5-2.5
mM). In adsorption experiments, 1-3 mg purified HiPco
SWNTs and 10-15 mL adsorbate solution were added to a glass
tube and sonicated in a low-energy ultrasonic bath (Bandelin
Sonorex TK52) for 1.0-1.5 h. The SWNT solution was allowed
to stand overnight to stabilize and sedimentate the undissolved
particles from the black supernatant solution. The supernatant
was dialyzed against distilled water (CelluSep T1 or T2 dialysis
tubing, Membrane Filtration Products, Inc., MWCO 3500 or
6000-8000, respectively) to remove excess adsorbate molecules
from the solution. Water (0.5 L) was changed at least three times
with 3-h intervals. For the dialysis of SWNT9 and SWNT10,
the dialysis tubing was pretreated with a poly(diallyldimethyl-
ammonium)chloride (Aldrich) solution to prevent the adsorption
of cationic SWNTs on the tubing walls.

Characterization. The solubility of SWNT5 (or 9) was
determined with a quartz crystal resonator (QCR). A drop
(1 µL) of SWNT5 or SWNT9 water solution was allowed to
dry on a QCR gold electrode and the respective frequency
change was recorded. Mass of dissolved solids was calculated
from the Sauerbrey equation19 and the fraction of dissolved
SWNTs (of the total mass) was estimated using the adsorbate
surface coverage determined by XPS. The obtained SWNT
concentration was used for the calculation of the absorption
coefficient as described in the text. UV-vis-NIR spectra were
recorded with a Varian Cary 5E spectrophotometer in 10-mm
quartz cuvettes. Fluorescence spectra were measured with a
Perkin-Elmer LS-5 luminescence spectrophotometer in 10-mm
quartz cuvettes. Raman spectra were obtained from solid or
solution samples with the excitation wavelengths 1064 and 780
nm. For 1064-nm excitation, we used a Nicolet FT-Raman
spectrometer equipped with an Nd:YAG laser and a liquid N2

cooled Ge detector. For 780-nm excitation, a dispersive Reni-
shaw Ramascope Raman spectrometer was used with a CCD
detector. XPS spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer PHI
5400 instrument equipped with a concentric hemispherical
electron analyzer. A pass energy of 89.45 eV was used for
survey spectra and 35.75 eV for short-range spectra. Mono-
chromatic Al KR (E ) 1486.6 eV) or Mg KR (E ) 1253.6 eV)
was used for photoexcitation. The takeoff angle was 45°. The
binding energy scale was calibrated with the Au 4f 7/2 peak

position (84.00 eV) or (if not possible) with the Si 2p peak
position (103.7 eV). To prepare substrates for the XPS measure-
ments, a 100-nm-thick gold layer was evaporated on silanized
(1 wt-% 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane in toluene, 4 min at 60
°C)20 microscopy slides and a drop of an SWNT solution was
dried on the gold surface. The transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images were acquired using an energy-filtered TEM
(JEOL 2010) operating at 200 kV. Elemental analysis was
carried out with an electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS)
coupled to the TEM. An energy filter (Gatan Imaging Filter,
GIF) was placed after the fluorescent screen. For sample
preparation, a drop of SWNT solution was spread on a copper
grid covered by a Formvar and a carbon film. The grids were
dried in air. To reduce the carbon contamination, the walls of
the sample chamber were cooled at liquid nitrogen temperature.
The EELS maps were calculated using a three-window
method: the background was fitted using two energy windows
before the nitrogen edge; the nitrogen core-loss signal was
calculated by subtracting the fitted background from the signal
in correspondence to the edge (third energy window).

Results and Discussion

Solubilization of SWNTs in Water. In solubilizing SWNTs
in an aqueous solution, only the compounds5-10 were
successful (the extent of solubilization with2 was so small that
this compound was excluded from further analysis). Aqueous
solutions of SWNT5-10 that have been dialyzed to remove
excess adsorbate are usually dark black or gray, except SWNT7,
which is reddish (see Supporting Information; special care was
taken to use mild purification techniques to produce full-length
nanotubes for the modification). Freshly prepared solutions are
free of any visible particulates, implying the absence of large
bundles. This is also supported by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images, which typically show a mixture of
thin bundles and individual nanotubes (see Supporting Informa-
tion). In addition, mapping nitrogen in the SWNT5 sample using
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) shows that nitrogen
is confined to the nanotubes. The stability of dialyzed nanotube
solutions varies from months to several days and decreases in
the approximate order SWNT5 > SWNT9 g SWNT7, SWNT10
> SWNT6, SWNT8. The SWNT solutions are usually more
stable (weeks/months) with excess adsorbate present, which is
a manifestation of the reversible nature of the noncovalent
modification.9

Water-soluble SWNT-PEs were studied with several spec-
troscopic methods to characterize the interactions between
SWNTs and the adsorbate molecules. In the UV-vis-NIR
spectra of the modified SWNTs, the most prominent features
(Figure 1) are the lowest-energy van Hove transitions S11 of
the semiconducting SWNTs at 1000-1400 nm. Partially
overlapping S22 and metallic M11 transitions can also be seen
at 500-900 nm. Although a total disappearance of the van Hove
transitions was recently reported in organic-soluble pyrene-
modified SWNTs, the retention of these spectral features has
been considered to be characteristic of noncovalent modification
in most other studies, contrary to covalent modification.8g,21 In
our case, the presence of these singularity pair transitions after
modification indicates that the electronic properties of the
nanotubes have not been disturbed. The line widths of the van
Hove transitions are related to the size of the SWNT bundles.
Individual, isolated tubes have been reported to give rise to
sharp, well-resolved peaks.22 The peaks corresponding to the
van Hove transitions in SWNT5-10are broader, implying some
bundling, but comparable to or better resolved than in most of
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the spectra reported for water-soluble nanotubes, with the
exception of peptide-wrapped SWNTs.3c,8g,23,24The S11 transi-
tions of the modified nanotubes also display a clear pH
dependence as reported previously for oxidized nanotubes with
surface carboxylate groups and for surfactant-suspended
SWNTs.23,25 In the range 450-800 nm, the spectrum of each
pyrene-modified SWNTs follows the same curve, while the
naphthalene-modified SWNT5 and SWNT6 exhibit a higher
absorbance and in the spectrum of SWNT7 an additional broad
and strong peak appears reproducibly at 450-550 nm. The
adsorbates5-10 do not absorb in this spectral range and we
attribute these features, centered at approximately 500 nm, to
the formation of a CT complex between the aminonaphthalene
compounds5-7 and SWNTs. Support for this assignment was
obtained from other spectroscopic studies (vide infra). Peaks
originating from the adsorbates appear in the range 200-400
nm (not shown), but the separation of these features from the
sloping SWNT background is prone to large errors, thus
hampering their analysis.

The water solubility of the modified SWNTs was calculated
from the UV-vis-NIR spectra. The literature data for the
absorption coefficient of SWNTs are scarce and inconsistent26

and, therefore, we have determined it with a quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) resonator using the Sauerbrey equation
and the adsorbate surface coverage determined by XPS (vide
infra). The coverage-corrected values of the absorption coef-
ficient at 925 nm wereε ) 11.9 Lg-1cm-1 and ε ) 9.4
Lg-1cm-1 for SWNT5 and SWNT9, respectively. In the
following, we have used the average value of 10.6 Lg-1cm-1

for all derivatized nanotubes. The water solubility of the different
modified SWNTs, on the basis of the spectral measurements,
was 0.1-0.3 g/L for solutions containing an excess of the
adsorbate (Table 1). During dialysis, the SWNT concentration
decreased by 15-50% owing to precipitation and dilution.
However, we assume that all SWNT solutions remained
saturated, since solid SWNTs were present at all preparation
stages (during sonication and dialysis), and that these concentra-
tions represent the solubilities of SWNT5-10with and without
excess adsorbate. As seen in Table 1, the solubility of dialyzed
pyrene- and naphthalene-modified nanotubes decreases in the
order SWNT5 > SWNT9 g SWNT6, SWNT7 > SWNT8 g
SWNT10, resembling the stability series. The solubility is
smaller than that achieved with polymeric solubilizers or
dodecylbenzenesulfonate but comparable to that obtained with
other surfactants.5,6,27-29 However, the solutions of dialyzed
SWNT5-10 do not contain foreign materials, such as surfac-
tants, and the modified nanotubes are ready for further
modification and assembly.30

Characterization with Raman Spectroscopy.Resonance
enhancement of the Raman modes in carbon nanotubes occurs
when the excitation energy matches the energy of the interband
transitions in SWNTs and, therefore, different tubes are in
resonance with different excitation energies. Our Raman analysis
was restricted mainly to the semiconducting tubes owing to
instrumental limitations. Two excitation wavelengths were used
in this work, 1064 and 780 nm, both of which reside in the
spectral region of the S11 and S22 transitions of the semiconduct-
ing SWNTs. In case of the higher wavelength, the tubes with
diameters in the range of ca. 0.7-0.9 nm are excited, while
excitation at 780 nm is in resonance with tubes having diameters
of ca. 0.6-0.7 nm or 1.0-1.2 nm.31

The Raman spectrum of SWNTs contains three major
characteristic regions: the tangential modes (the so-called G
bands) at 1540-1600 cm-1, the radial breathing modes (RBM)
at 250-350 cm-1, and the disorder-induced D mode at 1270-
1300 cm-1. The simultaneous observation of the RBM and G
modes confirms that all our aqueous solutions contain SWNTs
(Figure 2; for the complete Raman spectra, see Supporting
Information). In carbon nanotubes, there are longitudinal and
circumferential tangential vibrations, which give rise to the G(+)

and G(-) components at 1591 cm-1 and 1540-1580 cm-1,
respectively. The G band of the modified SWNTs shows a
“semiconducting” (narrow) line shape, as expected for the
excitation in near-infrared.31 Upon modification, the line width
of the G(+) component becomes narrower and the peak position
is downshifted by about 2 cm-1 in each case. The intensity of
the G(-) component also decreases by 50-75% (Figure 2). This
behavior is similar to that reported by Stepanian et al. for solid

Figure 1. Vis-NIR spectra of modified SWNTs in water. Normalized
to 1.00 at 925 nm.

TABLE 1: Water-Solubility and Integral Ratio of the
Raman G and D Lines of the Modified and Unmodified
HiPco SWNTs

sample solubility [g/L]a IG/ID
b

as-prepared 4.41 (19.8)
purified 4.23 (18.2)
SWNT5 0.30( 0.07 (0.26( 0.04) 2.97 (10.5)
SWNT6 0.22( 0.02 (0.14( 0.02) 3.73 (13.6)
SWNT7 0.23( 0.02 (0.14( 0.02) 3.58 (nd)c

SWNT8 0.14( 0.02 (0.06( 0.02) 3.12 (14.2)
SWNT9 0.25( 0.05 (0.18( 0.02) 3.76 (11.5)
SWNT10 0.12( 0.02 (0.03( 0.02) 2.84 (15.4)

a Values in parentheses represent solubility after dialysis. Estimated
error limits are based on uncertainty in the determination of the
absorption coefficient. The values refer to the SWNT material.
b Excitation wavelength 1064 nm (780 nm in parentheses).c Not
determined.

Figure 2. Tangential G mode and radial breathing modes of the
modified SWNTs (in an aqueous solution, solid curves) and unmodified
SWNTs (powder in capillary, dashed curves). Excitation at 1064 nm.
All spectra normalized with respect to the G(+) peak.
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samples of pyrene-modified SWNTs and indicates complex
formation between the aromatic modifiers and the nanotube side
walls.32 The downshift of the G mode impliesn-doping of the
SWNTs and the extent of the shift is expected to scale with the
amount of charge transferred per nanotube carbon atom.33 For
alkalimetal-doped graphite intercalation compounds, downshifts
of about 140 cm-1, per electron and per carbon, have been
reported.33 The observed shift of 2 cm-1 implies a partial charge
transfer of approximately 0.01 electrons per 1 SWNT carbon
atom from the adsorbate molecules5-10. This value has to be
considered only a very rough estimate because the changes in
the Raman spectra of SWNTs uponn-doping are rather complex
and without a consistent interpretation. However, similar
changes have been reported during the electrochemical reduction
of carbon nanotube films.34

The radial breathing modes (RBM) involve a radial displace-
ment of the SWNT carbon atoms. The RBM frequency is related
to the tube diameter byωRBM ) A/d+ B and, for bundled HiPco
tubes, valuesA ) 239 nm-1cm-1 andB ) 8.5 cm-1 have been
used.35 With 1064-nm excitation, three RBM peaks are resolved
corresponding to diameters 0.74, 0.80, and 0.93 nm (in the
unmodified samples, two shoulders corresponding to diameters
0.87 nm and 0.89 are also visible, Figure 2). These values are
in accordance with the known diameter range of the HiPco tubes
(0.7-1.2 nm). Excitation at 780 nm gives only one RBM peak
that comes from 0.93-nm tubes. Covalently functionalized
SWNT samples usually show a complete loss of radial breathing
modes,36 so their existence is another indicator of noncovalent
bonding between the nanotubes and the modifiers. We observe,
however, a clear attenuation of the main RBM mode upon
modification (Figure 2). The decrease in intensity is probably
a consequence of the filling of the conduction band upon
n-doping (charge transfer), which results in the quenching of
the singularity transitions and a concomitant loss of the Raman
resonance.34,37

The disorder-induced D-mode is caused by vacancies,
substitutional heteroatoms, sp3 defects (covalent modification),
finite-size effects, and even bending. The D-mode is observed
for all our SWNT samples but its intensity relative to the
G-mode does not show any dramatic change upon purification
and modification (see Table 1 and Supporting Information). The
calculated integral ratio of the G and D lines remains at ca.
4.0-4.5 during purification (1064-nm excitation) and decreases
by 10-30% upon modification. This result also indicates
noncovalent modification with little damage, since in covalently
functionalized SWNTs the D-line intensity is comparable to or
even larger than the G-line intensity.36,38

Charge Transfer to Nanotubes and the Extent of Modi-
fication. Doping of SWNTs has been shown to affect the
binding energy (BE) of the nanotube C 1s core electrons in
XPS.39 For pristine SWNTs, the C 1s peak is observed at 284.2-
284.6 eV,40 but charge transfer between SWNTs and adsorbates
leads to a shift in the binding energy, upward forn-doped and
downward forp-doped nanotubes.39 For the purified SWNTs,
we observe a BE of 284.3 eV with an asymmetric line shape
due to the presence of metallic tubes in the sample, and the
peaks are best fitted with a Doniach-Sunjic function convoluted
with a Gaussian function.41 The Gaussian line width is larger
for the modified SWNTs than for the unmodified SWNTs
(approximately 1.1 eV vs 0.85 eV), which may be caused by
the adsorption-induced nonequivalence of the SWNT carbon
atoms and the adsorbed molecules (Figure 3). However, a single
Gaussian convoluted Doniach-Sunjic component with an

asymmetry parameter of 0.21( 0.03 can be used to fit all the
sample spectra (with the exception of SWNT9).

The purification procedure results in a negligible (0.04 eV)
n-doping of the tubes, but a further positive shift of 0.1-0.6
eV in the C 1s binding energy for the modified SWNTs (Table
2) confirms the charge-transfer nature of the interactions,
showing that the SWNTs act as electron acceptors and the
adsorbates as electron donors. The resolution of the XPS
instrument was not high enough to allow the separation of the
C 1s peaks due to the adsorbates and nanotube material, which
results in average values for the binding energy (work currently
in progress utilizes synchrotron-based core electron spectra of
the modified nanotubes for a more detailed analysis). In this
work, the charge transfer was largest between SWNTs and
the pyrene derivative10. The SWNTs do not show any
substantial amount of oxidized carbon, which has binding
energies in the range 286-289 eV.42 Only for SWNT9 were
two peaks observed, of which the one at 286.1 eV can be
assigned to oxidized or sp3 hybridized carbon atoms. However,
the RamanIG/ID ratio for SWNT9 does not indicate any
noticeable damage (Table 1), and the origin of this carbon
species is not clear at the moment. Pristine SWNTs do not
contain nitrogen or sulfur, but the modified SWNTs contain
small amounts of N, S, or both, in addition to C and O, which
is due to chemisorbed oxygen, substrate oxides, and the
adsorbate molecules (Table 2).

In the noncovalent modification of SWNTs, an important
parameter is the extent of adsorption. In case of ionic, aromatic
modifiers, the relevant measures of adsorption are the surface
coverage and the surface charge density. The former refers to
the portion of the nanotube surface covered by the aromatic
part of the adsorbate (assuming coplanar geometry), while the
latter is the density of adsorbed ionic charges on the surface.
The determination of the adsorbate concentration using the
absorbance spectra of the modified SWNTs is very difficult
because of the large varying background due to the nanotubes.
In this work, the elemental composition of the modified SWNTs
was determined by XPS. Several measurements were done from
each sample to account for local variations. The average surface
coverage, calculated from the nitrogen or sulfur atomic con-
centrations, was 10-60%, depending on the adsorbate. In the

Figure 3. C 1s core level spectra of the modified and unmodified
SWNTs. The dashed curves are fits to the Gaussian convoluted
Doniach-Sunjic function. The vertical line marks the average BE of
the purified SWNTs at 284.3 eV.
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calculation, we have assumed the aromatic plane of the adsorbate
molecule to lie flat on the nanotube surface.32 The surface
coverage was high, 30-40%, for the pyrene derivatives8-10,
while the substituted naphthalenes5 and6 exhibited consider-
ably smaller values. Interestingly, 5-aminonaphthalene-2-sul-
fonate (7) exhibited an anomalously large surface coverage. All
the values in Table 2 are larger than those reported for
anthracene derivatives, which were, however, determined by a
different technique.9

On the other hand, a more informative parameter is the
surface charge density due to adsorbed ionic groups. This
parameter displays considerably less deviation from sample to
sample, being in the range 0.08-0.10 charges per SWNT
hexagon for most samples, independent of the size of either
the aromatic part or the side chain. This implies that the limiting
factor in the adsorption is the electrostatic repulsion of like
charges on the SWNT side walls, which, in general, results in
a smaller surface coverage for naphthalenes than for the bulkier
pyrenes. Interestingly, SWNT7 is the only one exhibiting a
substantially larger value. The average surface charge per
nanotube ring can be unambiguously calculated from the
experimental data, but if we want to estimate thelinear ionic
charge density of the modified SWNTs, we can model the
nanotube mixture with (12, 0) zigzag or (7, 7) armchair tubes,
both having a diameter of ca. 0.95 nm (consistent with the
Raman data). The length of the 1D unit cell along the axis of
a (n, m) tube is given byT ) x3 a(n2 + nm + m2)1/2/dR

and the number of carbon rings in the unit cell byN )
2(n2 + nm + m2)/dR, wherea is the length of the graphene
sheet unit vector (0.246 nm) anddR is the highest common
divisor of 2n + m and 2m + n.43 For modified nanotubes
SWNT5, 6, 8-10, this leads to an average value of ca. 4-5
charges/nm. Comparison with common polycations and poly-
anions, for example, poly(diallyldimethylammonium) and poly-
(styrene sulfonate) (PDADMA and PSS, linear charge densities
ca. 1.6 and 6.25 charges/nm, respectively),44 shows that the
modified nanotubes can be regarded as highly charged poly-
electrolytes.

Effect of the Adsorbate Structure.The exact nature of the
adsorbate-nanotube interaction and its dependence on the
adsorbate structure are core issues for the noncovalent modifica-
tion of SWNTs. Generally,π-π stacking interactions and a
coplanar orientation are assumed for aromatic adsorbates.8a-c,e,f,9,32

With compounds5-10, our XPS (and Raman) results all show
charge transfer from the adsorbates to the nanotubes, indicating
a close contact between the donor (aromatic compound) and
the acceptor (nanotube). However, there is no clear correlation
between the amount of charge transfer (shift in the C 1s binding
energy) and solubility, stability, or surface charge density. This
implies that although CT interactions exist in all studied systems,

their role is not decisive. Theπ-π interactions depend on the
size and shape of the aromatic system and its substitution while
the charge-transfer interactions rely on the donor-acceptor
properties of the components (also affected by the substituents).
In theπ-π stacking, the hydrophobic effects are more important
with the bulky pyrenes than with naphthalenes. Steric factors,
which set constraints to the geometry of the SWNT-adsorbate
adduct, influence both modes of interaction. Unfortunately, no
uniform set of electrochemical data or ionization potentials for
the compounds1-10 is available. Although substituted benzenes
display charge-transfer interactions with carbon nanotubes, the
failure of the compound1 to dissolve SWNTs is understandable
considering the small size of the aromatic system and the steric
hindrance caused by the sulfonate groups. In the naphthalene
sulfonate series2-7, all the successful solubilizing agents
contain a free amino group in the ring adjacent to that of the
sulfonate group, which suggests an interplay of electronic and
steric factors. The aromatic core of naphthalene is rather small
and even anthracene derivatives (with no amino substitution)
displayed a relatively low affinity toward the nanotubes.9 On
the other hand, the large pyrene system strongly adsorbs on the
SWNT side wall. Theoretical calculations imply an interaction
energy of ca. 30 kJ/mol for nanotubes of similar diameter as in
this work, and the optimal geometry of an adsorbed pyrene
molecule on the nanotube surface is a so-called 1/2-staggered
conformation, where the pyrene rings have been shifted by one-
half of the length of the ring with respect to the surface rings.32

Some further insight in the mode of adsorption is provided
by the fluorescence spectra of the modified nanotubes (Figure
4). All solutions of the dialyzed and modified nanotubes exhibit
the fluorescence spectra of the adsorbates, which is a further
indication of adduct formation. However, the adsorbate fluo-
rescence is generally markedly quenched. This is in contradiction
with the work of Murray et al., who did not observe any
quenching of the anthracene fluorescence in their nanotube
samples.9 On the other hand, the pyrene fluorescence is strongly
quenched in nanotubes functionalized with tethered pyrenes
owing to energy transfer to the nanotube.45 For the pyrene-
modified nanotubes SWNT8-10, the fluorescence spectra are
very similar in shape to those of the adsorbate solutions (of
similar nominal concentration) with the exception of two factors.
First, the fluorescence spectra are red-shifted by approximately
5 nm, which indicates electronic communication between the
(excited) adsorbates and nanotubes and is in accordance with
the results reported for anthracene-modified SWNTs.9 Second,
the excimer fluorescence (above 450 nm) is much less pro-
nounced in the nanotube samples, although the nominal
adsorbate concentration is higher than in the adsorbate solutions.
For nanotubes with tethered pyrenes, excimer fluorescence is
present, and this result indicates that the pyrene derivatives8-10

TABLE 2: Ratios of Atomic Concentrations,a Surface Coverageb θ, Ionic Charge Densityc G, and C 1s Core Level Shiftd ∆EC of
the Modified and Unmodified SWNTs

sample [C]/[N] [C]/[S] θ(N) [%] θ(S) [%] F(N) F(S) ∆EC [eV]

as-prepared -0.04( 0.07
purified 0.00( 0.09
SWNT5 30 ( 6 36( 3 21( 5 15( 2 0.10( 0.02 0.08( 0.01 0.21( 0.08
SWNT6 60 ( 20 31( 4 9 ( 5 19( 4 0.05( 0.02 0.10( 0.02 0.24( 0.10
SWNT7 28 ( 12 18( 4 29( 15 59( 32 0.15( 0.07 0.30( 0.16 0.41( 0.11
SWNT8 44 ( 5 31( 6 0.08( 0.01 0.14( 0.06
SWNT9 25 ( 5 31( 10 0.08( 0.03 0.24( 0.37
SWNT10 36 42 0.10 0.61

a Average from several scans at different sample locations. Standard deviation of the results is shown in every column.b Expressed as the
percentage of the nanotube surface covered by the aromatic part of the adsorbate assuming coplanar adsorption. TheN andSatomic concentrations
in the XPS spectra were used to calculateθ(N) andθ(S), respectively.c In units of ionic charges per one aromatic ring (hexagon) on SWNT surface.
Calculated from theN or S atomic concentrations.d The shift is calculated relative to the purified sample.
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are adsorbed on the nanotube surface as monomers in a coplanar
fashion. SWNT8 makes an exception by displaying strong
excimer fluorescence, although less than8 in aqueous solution.
Three possible explanations can be given for the excimer
formation in this case. The excimer fluorescence may originate
from regions where two nanotubes cross each other or from
pyrene molecules adsorbed in a dimeric form. However, these
explanations are unlikely because excimer fluorescence is not
observed for the other pyrene-modified SWNTs. Therefore, the
adsorbate8 probably desorbs relatively easily from the surface,
thus giving rise to dimer fluorescence at higher wavelengths.
This implies a low solubility and stability for SWNT8 in
aqueous solutions, which is in accordance with other observa-
tions.

For naphthalenes, it is plausible to assume that charge-transfer
effects involving the amino group may play an important role
in the interaction between the small naphthalene sulfonates and
carbon nanotubes. The fluorescence spectra of the naphthalene-
derivatized nanotubes are interesting and clarify the role of the
amino group. While the spectra of SWNT6 and SWNT7 are
identical (although quenched) to that of6 and 7, SWNT5
displays a hypsochromic shift of the fluorescence maximum
from 410 nm (5 in a neutral solution) to 385 nm (Figure 4). To
understand this shift, we have studied the fluorescence of5 as
a function of pH, which is complicated because of the presence
of three ionizable groups (see Supporting Information). The
fluorescence of SWNT5 at pHg 6 can be deconvoluted to two
contributions at ca. 380 and 405 nm (Figure 5). In solutions of
5, the peak at 410 nm dominates the spectrum in the range 4e
pH e 10, above which the peak shifts to ca. 430 nm with a
shoulder developing at ca. 385 nm in very basic solutions. On
the basis of the ground-state and excited-state pKa values
(pKa(NH3

+) ) 3.4, pKa
*(NH3

+) ) 1.4, and pKa(OH) ) 10.0
for 7-amino-1-hydroxynaphthalene, and pKa

*(NH2) ) 12.3 for

2-aminonaphthalene, where the superscript* stands for the
excited-state pKa value),46 we attribute the (deconvoluted) 403-
nm fluorescence to the species with neutral amino and hydroxyl
groups (5-) and the shoulder at 385 nm to the excited53- anion
with deprotonated O- and NH- groups (the 432-nm band most
probably originates from a dianion with neutral amino moiety).
The observation of the 385-nm fluorescence in SWNT5 solu-
tions already at a neutral pH indicates greatly facilitated
deprotonation of the excited amino group on the nanotube
surface. This implies strong interactions between the nanotube
and the amino nitrogen of5, which enables the delocalization
of nitrogen electrons to the nanotube. Although there are amino
groups in all the naphthalene derivatives4-7, the fluorescence
spectra of6 and7 display practically no pH dependence, and
the similarity of the nanotube and the adsorbate spectra does
not exclude the possibility of an amino-mediated interaction also
in these cases. In fact, the high surface charge density, the
intense charge-transfer band in the visible spectrum, and the
large positive shift in the C 1s binding energy all suggest that
7 interacts with the nanotubes via the amino group. The specific
role of the hydroxy substituent in5 is not certain at the moment.
The naphthalene sulfonates2 and3, which could not solubilize
the SWNTs, do not have a free amino group. If the amino groups
are involved in the charge-transfer interaction with the nano-
tubes, the strength of the interaction is supposed to increase
with the basicity of the NH2 group (during adsorption, the amino
group was not protonated because of the high pH of the
solutions). The pKa values of the ammonium group in com-
pounds5-7 are ca. 3.7-3.8, but in4 the amino nitrogen is a
weaker base (pKa ) 2.8).46a,47Although the difference in basicity
is small, it correlates with the solubilizing properties of the
compounds. However, in3 the nitrogen atom is even more basic

Figure 4. Fluorescence emission (λex ) 340 nm) spectra of (a) SWNT5
(pH 5.3, 23.0µM, solid line) and5 (pH 4.8, 9.8µM, dashed line), (b)
SWNT6 and 6 (10 µM), (c) SWNT7 (8.2 µM) and 7 (1.0 µM), (d)
SWNT8 (3.7 µM) and 8 (1.0 µM), (e) SWNT9 (15.0µM) and 9 (1.0
µM), and (f) SWNT10 (4.1 µM) and10 (1.0 µM) in water. Intensities
have been divided by the (nominal) concentration of adsorbate present
in solution (in parentheses).

Figure 5. Fluorescence emission spectra (solid curves,λex ) 340 nm)
and their deconvolution to Gaussian peaks (dashed curves; the sum
curve also shown) for (a)5 at pH 6.3 (deconvoluted peaks at 403 nm,
432 nm), (b)5 at pH 13.4 (382 nm, 403 nm, 432 nm), and (c) SWNT5
at pH 6.1 (382 nm, 403 nm).
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(pKa ) 4.5)48 and the compound is a better donor than5-7. In
the compound3, the steric interactions between the bulky methyl
groups and the hydrogen at the position 4 of naphthalene hamper
the approach of nitrogen close to the nanotube surface.

The results presented above, therefore, suggest that for small
aromatic adsorbates, like naphthalenes and probably also
anthracenes, theπ-π stacking effects are less important than
charge-transfer interactions involving basic (or acidic) substit-
uents. However, the substituents play a dual role because bulky
groups can sterically prevent close contacts with the nanotube
surface. With naphthalene sulfonates5-7, charge transfer
involving amino substituents stabilizes the SWNT-adsorbate
adduct. Also for the pyrene-modified nanotubes, the highest
stability was found in the case of the adsorbates9 and10, both
of which contain an ionic group that can be involved in
cation-π interactions with carbon nanotubes.16,49 With the
charged ammonium substituent, these interactions can be
substantial and lead to physical cross-linking of the modified
nanotubes, thus explaining the low solubility of SWNT10.

Conclusions

We have prepared anionic and cationic water-soluble full-
length SWNT polyelectrolytes via noncovalent modification of
the nanotubes using ionic pyrene and naphthalene derivatives.
The modified nanotubes were characterized in solution by UV-
vis-NIR, fluorescence, and Raman spectroscopy and in the solid
state by XPS. UV-vis-NIR and Raman spectroscopy confirm
that the modification does not alter the electronic structure of
the SWNTs and that the interactions between the tubes and the
adsorbates are mainly noncovalent in nature. Charge transfer
from the adsorbates to the nanotubes is indicated by the positive
shifts in the C 1s binding energy. Adsorbates containing an
amino group show an enhanced interaction with the nanotubes.
Specific interactions between the substituents and the nanotube
surface (charge transfer, cation-π interactions) are important,
especially with small aromatic molecules such as naphthalenes.
The ionic surface charge density of the modified nanotubes is
almost constant, probably limited by electrostatic repulsion
between the ionic adsorbates, and the modified SWNTs can be
regarded as highly charged polyelectrolytes owing to the high
linear ionic charge density. The stability and solubility of all
the SWNT polyanions and polycations studied is high enough
to enable their processing in an aqueous environment and
introduction into self-assembled multilayer structures.
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